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THE PHOTOS 

I love the old black-and-white photos from the Holy Land. I 

could wander aimlessly through Jerusalem’s old city, visiting the 

photo shops that are off the beaten path, just to flip through all the 

old photo collections. I often have a sense of awe when I discover a 

new angle of the land that I haven’t seen before and marvel at how 

much has changed in a short 70–100 years. 

Most of the black-and-white photos in this book, including the 

title descriptions and photo dates, are from “The American Colony: 

Eric Mattson Collection,” unless otherwise noted. The American 

Colony has done the world a true service by cataloging, restoring, and 

digitizing their collection. It’s one of the best preserved and extensive 

collections available from the 1880–1950. All of our modern photos 

were captured and edited during the summer and fall of 2016, by 

Elise Monique Photography. During these six weeks of photo shoots, 

I often felt like an excited and giddy child on a treasure hunt to find 

the exact spot where these old photos were originally taken. The 

searches were a lot of fun with unexpected people, adventures, and 

stories to go with them. You’ll find these stories scattered throughout 

the book under the heading “Personal Encounters and beside the 

photos that created the setting for each “personal encounter.”

As stated earlier, whenever possible, the exact angle and location 

of the original photographs were sought out to recreate our modern-

day photos. In several locations, due to the dramatic growth of the 

population, cities, and agriculture, this was often impossible, so we 

settled with as close as we could get. Ironically, these unexpected and 

momentary frustrations due to our inability to recreate photos from 

only eighty years ago simply demonstrated the goal of this project—

to visually show this land’s dramatic and accelerated changes in such 

a short amount of time, compared with the much longer periods 

of desolation during many of the years since Ezekiel foretold these 

changes 2600 years ago. I hope you enjoy the locations and photo 

comparisons as much as I enjoyed seeking them out.



By the end of the 18th century, the great forests of the Galilee and 
the Carmel mountain range were denude of trees; swamps and 
deserts encroached on agricultural land. Palestine was truly a 

poor, neglected, no-man’s land with no important cities.”  

(Clarence Wagner, “365 Fascinating facts about Israel,” #311, C-2006) 
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